A common problems in multiple regression models are multicollinearity and non-normal errors, which produce undesirable effects on the least squares estimators. So, it would seem important to combine methods of estimation designed to deal with these problems. In this paper, a comparative investigation was done experimentally for some different estimation methods, which namely the ordinary least squares ( LS) , Ridge Regression ( R ), Ridge least Absolute Deviation (RLAD), Weighted Ridge (WR), Robust M(M) and Robust Ridge regression based on M-estimation (RM). From a simulation study, the resulting robust ridge regression estimator (RM)is efficient than other estimators, using the mean squared error criterion for many combinations of error distribution and degree of multicollinearity.
Introduction
Two important problems are considered in regression analysis; multicollinearity and nonnormal error distributions. The ordinary least squares estimators (LS) of coefficients are known to possess certain optimal properties when explanatory variables are not correlated among themselves, and the disturbances of the regression equation are independent, idenlically distributed normal random variables. The presence of correlation among the explanatory variables may result in imprecise information being available about the regression coefficients. In addition, the least squares estimator may produce extremely poor estimates in the presence of nonnormal disturbance distributions. Thus, various remedial techniques have been suggested for these problems separately. One such remedial technique is ridge regression to deal with multicollinearity, and the robust estimation techniques are not as strongly affected by nonnormal disturbances. However, although, we usually think of these two problems separately, but in practical situations, these problems occur simultaneously. Montgomery and peck (1982) , have suggested that either robust or ridge estimation methods alone may be sufficient for dealing with the combined problem. To remedy these two problems simultaneously, several robust ridge regression estimators have been put forward that are much less influenced by nonnormality and multicollinearity. Askin and Montgomery (1980) , suggested combining the ridge and the least absolute deviation (LAD) robust regression techniques. In this paper, we take the initiative to develop a more robust technique to remedy these two problems. We proposed combining the ridge regression with the highly efficient and high breakdown point estimator , namely the M-estimator. We call this modified method, the robust ridge regression based on M-estimation (RM). We expect that, the modified method would be less sensitive to the presence of nonnormality and multicollinearity. So, the aim of this paper is devoted to examine some estimators which are resistant to the combined problems of multicollinearity and nonnormality. Exactly, can the ridge estimators and some robust estimation techniques be combined to produce a robust ridge regression estimator? In section (2), the ridge estimator will be discussed, and a search for the robust estimation techniques will be discussed in section (3) . In section (4), the alternative combined estimators of ridge and robust regression are discussed. Section (5) presents the results of a Monte Carlo simulation study to investigate how such estimators perform well , and some concluding remarks are presented in section (6).
Ridge Regression Estimators
Consider the following linear regression model : The least squares estimator of β can be written as :
This method gives unbiased and minimum variance among all unbiased linear estimators provided that the errors are independent and identically, normally distributed. However, in the presence of multicollinearity, the singularities present in ) ' ( X X matrix and this ill-conditioned X matrix can result in very poor estimates. The degree of multicollinearity is often indicated by conditioned number
. CN is defined as the ratio of the largest singular values of X to the smallest, 
where : I is the ) ( p p × identity matrix and K is the biasing constant. Various methods for determining K value been introduced in the literature such as described by Hoerl and Kennard (1970) and as:
where, 
Robust Regression Estimators
Robust regression estimators have been proven to be more reliable and efficient than least squares estimator especially when disturbances are nonnormal. " Nonnormal disturbances" are disturbance distributions that have heavy or fatter tails than the normal distribution and are prone to produce outliers. Since outliers greatly influence the estimated coefficients, standard errors and test statistics, the usual statistical procedure may be most inefficient as the precision of the estimator has been affected. Several different classifications of robust regression exist. Two of the most commonly considered group are : L-estimators and Mestimators. The L-estimators is the earliest one. One important member of regression L-estimators is called the least absolute deviation estimator (LAD).
The LAD estimator, LAD βˆ , can be defined as the solution to the following minimization problem :
Rather than minimizing the sum of squared residuals as in least squares estimation, the sum of the absolute values of the residuals is minimized. Thus, the effect of outliers on the LAD estimates will be less than that on LS estimates. The procedure of Weighted Least Squares can be used to compute the LAD estimates. The Weighted Least Squares estimator can be written as :
where W is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ii w . The diagonal elements of W matrix are set equal to : 
Robust Ridge Regression Estimators
Askin and Montgomery (1980) discussed augmented robust estimators as a way of combining biased and robust regression techniques. The combined procedure is based on the fact that robust estimates can be combuted using weighted least squares procedure. When, both outliers and multicollinearity occur in a data set, it would seem preferred to combine methods for dealing with these problems simultaneously. In this section, we present some combinations of ridge and robust regression estimation discussed in sections (2) and (3) respectively. In this respect, the robust ridge estimator, called weighted ridge estimator WR βˆ, can be computed using the following formula :
where the value of K is defined by (5) and the weighits ii w are determined from equation (9) . In addition, another robust ridge estimator is based on the LAD and ridge estimators. This estimator will be denoted by the RLAD estimator and can be written as :
where the value of * K is determined from data using :
and
RLAD βˆ is the LAD estimator defined as the solution to equation (7) . It be noted that the value of * K is the estimator of K presented by equation (5) with two changes. First, the LAD estimator of β is used rather than LS estimator.
Second, the estimator of 2 σ used in equation (13) is modified by the LAD coefficient estimates rather than the least squares estimates. These changes are aimed to reduce the effect of extreme points on the value chosen for the biasing parameter.
Finally, the M-estimation can be used to determine the biasing parameter K as :
where the M-estimation procedure of β is used rather than LS estimator in computing the K and 2 S values in order to reduce the effect of nonnormality on the value chosen for K , and the 2 M S value can be written as :
In this case, the ridge M-estimator of the parameter β is given by :
where , K is given in equation (14). ( 
Simulation Study

5.1) Design of the Experiment :
We carry out a Monte Carlo simulation study to compare the performance of some alternative combined estimators under concem. The simulation is designed to allow both multicollinearity and nonnomality simultaneously. Varying degrees of multiocollinearity are allowed. Also, the nonnormal distributions are used to generate outliers. The LS estimator was defined in equation (2) . The R estimator was defined in equation (4) using the K value in equation (5) . The LAD estimator was defined as the solution to the minimization problem in equation (7) and the iteratively reweighted least squares procedure was used to compute the LAD estimates. The WR estimator was defined in equation (10) . The RLAD estimator was defined in equation (11) with * K of equation (12) used to determine a value for K , and the RM estimator was defined in equation (16) with K of equation (14) 
where, ij z are independent standard normal random numbers generated by the IMSL subroutine GGNPM, ρ represents the correlation between the two explanatory variables and its values were chosen as : 0.0, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, and 0.99. Once, for a given sample size n , the explanatory variables values were generated. The sample sizes which will be examined in this study are : 20, 40 and 80. One important factor in this study is the disturbance distribution. The following three disturbance distributions are used :
♦ Standard normal distribution . ♦ Laplace distribution with mean zero and variance two . ♦ Cauchy distribution with median zero and scale parameter one.
In general, all the obtained random numbers are generated using the IMSL subroutines as :
♦ Standard normal random numbers are generated using the GGNPM subroutine. ♦ Laplace random numbers are generated using the GGUBFS subroutine. ♦ Cauchy random numbers are generated using the GGCAY subroutine . In all cases, disturbances are generated independently of the explanatory variables.
The simulations were performed on an IBM 4341 Model 12. Programs were written in double-precision FORTRAN.
For each of 54 3 3 6 the = × × treatments in the three -factor experiment, ( ρ , sample size n , number of distributions), 500 Mote Carlo trials are used.
For each of the 54 treatments, the following statistics are computed.
(1) The average of the estimates .
(2) The mean squared error (MSE) and the 15 pairwise MSE ratios where: 
(5.2) The Results of comparisons :
We consider the comparison of the two robust ridge estimators WR and RLAD. Table ( 1) presents the number of times that the RLAD estimates are closer than the WR estimates to the true value of the parameter 1 β only . While, Table ( 2) presents the results of the mean squared estimation error ratios. These ratios represent the efficiency of RLAD relative to WR. It be noted that, values less than one indicate that RLAD is more efficient, while values greater than one indicated that WR is more efficient. From the results of Table (1), we see that the RLAD estimator performs better than WR estimator over a wide range of combinations between ρ and the error distribution. These results are supported by the mean squared estimation error ratios presented in Table ( 2). Therefore, as the RLAD estimator clearly is superior to the WR estimator, the remaining comparisons will be restricted to RLAD to conserve space.
Error Distribution
Tables (3), (5) and (7) show the number of times that the RLAD estimates are closer than the, R, LAD , and LS estimates, respectively, to the true value of the parameter 1 β . Also, the MSE ratios of RLAD to each of these estimators R , LAD and LS are given in Tables (4), (6) and (8) From Tables (3) and (4), we see that the R estimator marginally is superior than RLAD when disturbances are normal and the correlation is high. Otherwise RLAD is superior.
From Tables (5) and (6), LAD is superior when the correlation is zero or low and disturbances are nonnomral. Otherwise, RLAD is superior.
From Tables (7) and (8), LS is superior when there is no correlation except for Cauchy disturbances. Otherwise, RLAD is superior .
To conclude, the results from comparisons of RLAD estimator to the R, LAD and LS estimators are not entirely unexpected, given the properties of the various estimators. Therefore, the most important result from these comparisons is , the RLAD estimator is superior to LAD estimator over a wide range values of ρ for the given disturbance distributions as the ridge regression, in some cases, is expected to perform well.
Concluding Remarks
Nonnormality and multicollinearity are considered tow of the more frequent problems in regression analysis. Although, we usually think of these two problems separately, but in applied situations, these problems occur simultaneously. A Monte Carlo simulation was designed to compare the performance of some combining ridge and robust regression estimators for dealing with these two problems. The results of comparisons indicate estimator is superior to WR estimator for many combinations of error distribution type and degree of multicollinearity (Table (2) ). Only, this estimator RLAD is less efficient that the RID estimator when disturbances are normal. However , the loss in efficiency is small; at most 6 % when 20 = n , 4 % when 40 = n and 3% when 80 = n (see Table ( 4) ). In addition, RLAD outperforms both LAD and LS estimators when the degree of multicollinearity is high. Therefore, the RLAD estimator appears to be a suitable altemative to other estimators when both multicollinearity and nonnormal disturbances are present .
There are limitations to the present study, however. First, since this is a simulation study, its limitations must be recognized. Data have been generated to try and allow generalization to practical situations, however. Second, one specific form of the weighted ridge estimator (WR) was compared to the RLAD estimator. Many other possible weighting forms could be used to construct the WR estimator. Some of these forms are discussed in Askin and Montogomery (1980) .
